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Now toddlers can dive into counting with this board book edition of one of Lois Ehlertâ€™s most

popular books. With cutout fish eyes to touch and an energetic fish friend to guide them, theyâ€™ll

have so much fun they won't even notice theyâ€™re learning!
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Board book: 40 pages
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"Flashy fish" in Ehlert's typically electric hues swim through this imaginative counting book. Ages

2-6. Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

PreSchool-Grade 1-- Stylized fish shapes in flat, razzle-dazzle colors against a dark blue

background float across the pages from one to ten, accompanied by one little dark fish who keeps

the count going. Cutout circles at the eyes reveal colors on succeeding pages. The slight text,

occasionally in rhyme, introduces adjectives through the count, and tries to set a context of

wish-fulfillment. It's a slick production, attempting several concepts at once--numbers, shapes,

colors, imagining, addition to a value of one--but it doesn't quite hang together, and its result is a

little breathless. MacDonald and Oakes' Numblers (Dial, 1988) also uses strong color and stark form

to present visually the concepts of increasing quantity and transformations, but in a more thoughtful

and well-integrated way, with movement inherent in the design. Another little dark fish, Lionni's

Swimmy (Pantheon, 1963), has a more meaningful underwater exploration, incorporating the idea of



changing appearances into the story. --Karen Litton, London Public Libraries, Ontario,

CanadaCopyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Of all the counting books I purchased for my grandbaby, this book was her favorite counting book.

Please don't ask why because even I don't understand. Whatever works when it comes to learning

experiences I will invest in my grandbaby's interest. Personally I liked the gorilla counting book but

hey, that's me.

My 3 year old got back from preschool one day and asked for this "fish book" that Miss Beth had

read to them in school. I emailed the said teacher and promptly received an  prime shipment two

days later of this book full f beautiful fish....stripe fish, dotted fish etc. I love the colors in the book

and the numbers counting educational aspect of it. It reads really well and my son asks me to read

this to him everyday. Highly recommend!

I gave it to my 22-months-old grandson for Easter. He liked it so much, he made the rounds of

family members with it, saying, "'Gin, 'gin." That's 'please read it again' if you're not familiar with

toddler talk! He's able to count to four and he knows his colors so it provided a lot of opportunities

for wowing us. It's a sturdy book and I believe its one that will grow with him as he masters more

numbers and begins to recognize more details.

I read this to preschoolers before an art project. They really got into it. Lovely and simple images,

and concept. (The small brown "additional" fish is a bonus, which the older children caught on to

quickly.)

A great book for little ones and quite beautiful, too. Speedily delivered and then much enjoyed.

Thanks!

A perfect beginning to count book! the bright colors, the imaginative shapes really catch the

imagination of the youngest counter. Highly recommend any of Ehlert's picture books, which appeal

to readers from the very youngest to the beginning reader.

Nice book when kits are learning math, it help to develop their skill counting.
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